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and Cilicia, and an exaltation of the Western as opposed to
the Eastern Empire, against which he had already entered
ixito friendly negotiations with the Seljuks of Iconium.    So
he began his preparations at once.    He  could leave the
government in his son's hands without apprehension, since
Henry was king both of Germany and Italy, and had already
had experience as regent in both kingdoms.    The only danger
to be feared was from the ambition of Henry the Lion, and
he provided for this by obliging him to retire again to England
for another three years.   When the agreement with Clement
III had been completed, Frederick was ready to start.    In Death of
May 1189 the expedition set forth from Ratisbon.    Frederick
left Germany never to return; in June 1190 he was drowned
in Cilicia.
Henry's reign may be said to begin with the departure Henry vi
of Frederick from Germany, for from that date he was sole
ruler. There was no obvious change, as he carried on the
same policy in Germany and in Italy; his objectives were
the same, as was his high conception of his office. But, even
superficially, there was a marked contrast between the robust
figure of the father, with his genial appearance and his famous
beard, and the spare figure and pallid and almost beardless
countenance of the son; and this external contrast mirrored
the essential difference between them. Frederick had been
trained as a knightly warrior, and though he had proved
himself fully equal to the exalted rank he had attained, he
was instinct with the ideas of contemporary chivalry; his
personality inspired devotion besides commanding respect.
Henry, born in the purple and educated to be a ruler of men,
was a scholar who was widely admired for his learning, and
a statesman rather than a warrior; his qualities were not
knightly but intellectual, and of the purely cold and unhuman
type that wins respect and fear but not affection. He was
as unattractive as his predecessor Henry V, whom he much
resembled; and as unchivalrous a figure as Philip Augustus,
like whom he subordinated all human feelings to the supreme
purpose of exalting the monarchy. Calculating in all his
actions, he dealt with men as a chess master with his pieces ;
in the excessive cruelty with which he punished revolt in
Sicily there was not even the excuse of passion.
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